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Hang [noun] 
- the assembly and installation of artwork before an exhibition 

- the after show, after hours gathering where all the fun is   

Award-winning vocalist, lyricist and producer, Georgia Mancio, returns with her second Hang - a series of 
stunning bespoke collaborations and new writing featuring the cream of the UK’s jazz, latin and improvised 
music scenes in one of Europe’s most iconic venues. 

From last year's landmark recording, Songbook, with co-writer Alan Broadbent and their subsequent 
performances in Europe and the US, to her iconic ReVoice! Festival, work with luminaries Ian Shaw, Liane 
Carroll, Bobby McFerrin and Kate Williams, to nominations in the Urban Music, Parliamentary and British 
Jazz Awards, Georgia is an artist of boundless creativity and dedication in constant evolution. 

2018 is also Georgia’s 18th anniversary as a professional musician. To mark this joyous coming of age she 
has crafted 4 unique shows: 

Wed 10 Oct 8.30pm £15 - Triple Bill of duos 
A celebration of female writers with pianist/composer Nikki Iles, a homage to vocalist/songwriter Abbey 
Lincoln with harpist Alina Bzhezhinska and fascinating character studies in new songs co-written with 
pianist/composer Tom Cawley 

Thu 11 Oct 8.30pm £15 - Somos Unidos  
An uplifting repertoire celebrating language, diversity and internationalism with accordionist/pianist Maurizio 
Minardi, cellist Shirley Smart, flautist Gareth Lockrane and seven-string guitarist Luiz Morais. 

Fri 12 Oct -  Georgia Mancio Quartet (7pm £15) + Trish Clowes (10pm £15) 
A deliciously eclectic set of jazz standards, originals and songs from Italy and South America with pianist/
composer Kate Williams, bassist Steve Watts and drummer Dave Ohm. 
Exclusively for the late show they are joined by widely acclaimed saxophonist and composer Trish Clowes 
in a debut collaboration. 

“[Mancio] has everything covered – technical mastery, expressive range and a remarkable 
versatility” The Observer 4**** 

Hang Web page 
Pizza Express Web Page  
Watch Georgia live performance BBC Scotland 
Georgia on Twitter 
Contact georgiamancio@hotmail.com 

http://www.georgiamancio.com/hang-2018/
https://www.pizzaexpresslive.com/georgia-mancios-hang-presents
https://youtu.be/XKtu1-JOAZs
https://twitter.com/GeorgiaMancio
mailto:georgiamancio@hotmail.com

